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24

CHHANDA

In the Sanskrit world, the use of chhanda is often seen everywhere. The creation of
shloka etc. is not possible without chhanda. Verses composed of chhanda carry more
beauty. Therefore the Sanskrit world is chhandomay, there is no doubt about it. There
is abundant use of chhanda in laukika scriptures like poetry, drama etc. There is a lot
of use not only in laukika literature but also in Vedic literature. Only Yajurveda is
prose. The remaining three samhitas are verses. Mantras have been composed in all
the three Vedas from the  chhanda of Trishupa etc. Mantras with  chhanda retain their
beauty by staying in remembrance for a long time. First of all, all the compositions in
the Sanskrit world were verses. The use of  laukika is also visible in laukika poetry.
The verses composed from the chhanda of Vasanttilaka etc. are more pleasing. The
great poets like Kalidas were very clever in creating poetry from chhandas. Some
poets have composed the entire text by taking shelter of a couple of chhandas. Sanskrit
world is dark without chhanda. There is a great need for chhanda in poetry. Let us
review the characteristics and examples of some famous chhandas in Prakritpath.

 OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

 know the characteristics of different metres (Chhanda);

 coordinate the metres  in the examples;

 identify the metres in verses; and

 understand the distinctions of the metres  in verses.
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24.1. MATRIKA CHANDA (METRES)

Matras are counted in Matrik chhandas, each gana has four matra. Here only Arya is
described in Mantrik chhanda.

24-1-1. Arya Chhand - This is a metrical chhanda, that is, the matras are counted.
Each gana has four matra. Common Characteristics of Arya-

y{eSrRlIr x.kk xksisrk Hkofr usg fo"kes t%A
"k"Bks¿;a uy?kw ok çFkes¿/Zs fu;rek;kZ;k%AA
"k"Bs f}rh; ykRijds Uys eq•ykPp l;fr infu;e%A
pjes¿/Zs i~́peds rLekfng Hkofr "k"Bksy%AA
Explanation:- In the first half of Arya Chhand, the first and second steps are definite,
what is that characteristic? Then we say There are seven numbers gana with Guru. In
the odd ganas of this Arya (first, third, fifth and seventh), there is no Jagana in the sixth
place or there is a laghu vowel with the nagan in the sixth. Now the law of Yeti is called.
If in the  sixth place, there is a laghu vowel with  nagana then in the Shashthanak Gana
there are four  laghu nouns. There, all the four laghu forms of the sixth group are there
before the second minor, that is, in the first minor. In this way, the verse ends in the first
laghu of the sixth. Again, if in the Saptmasthanak Gana, if there are letters containing all
four laghu conjuncts, then before the first to laghu form of the Seventh Gana, that is, on
the last letter of the Sixth Gana, the meaning of the word Sayati and Padasamapti are
both functions. In this way, there is the rule of the term  poorvardha lakshana and Yeti.

Now the  characteristics  of the second half is in the second third, fourth pada, there
are four laghu noun letters in the Pachmasthanak Gana. If before the first Laghu of
Panchamgana, that is, the last letter of the fourth group should end on the post. Again,
the sixth sthanvarti gan is a laghu form, only a laghu form of the sixth gan is the specialty
of the latter from the first half, all the residuals will be like the first half. In this way there
will be 30 matras in the  first half  and 27 in the . This Arya  chhanda is asymmetric in
the Metric verses. Each stage has different letters.

Example -

Subhag S Lilavagaha, Patal Sons Garsurbhi Vanavata:

Prachha yasulabh nidra, Divasa: I am happy in the result.

In the example, in the first second phases of the first half, there are seven ganas with
the guru varna located at the end, thus there is no Jagan in the odd ganas (in the first,
third, fifth, and sapt ganas). In Shashth Gana, there are Nganas with laghu vowels, that
is, in the Shashthanak Gana, there are four  laghu-sanjnaka. Therefore, all the four
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minor forms are present in the second (su) of the sixth, that is, in the first laghu (in ga),
similarly, in the first laghu form of the sixth, the verse ends in Gakar, the second also
describes the Guru situated at the end of the third and fourth steps. There are seven
ganas with them. There is no Jagana even in the latter's subject matter. There is a
laghutva in the Shasthasthanak Gana. In the fifth house there are no four cognate
letters. Therefore, in this verse, the rule of Yati is not applicable. There are 30 matras
in the first half of this verse and 27 matras  in the latter. This Aryachand is contrasted in
the Metric verses.

 INTEXT QUESTIONS-24.1

1. Is Aryachand Mantrik or Varnik?

2. Which Gana is not there in the odd Gana of Aryachand?

3. Is Aryachand equal or odd in Mantriks?

4. How much matras is there in the first half of Aryachand?

5. How much matras is there in the second half of Aryachand?

 24.2 VARNIKA CHHANDA

After describing the Mantrik verses, now let us describe the Varnik chhanda. It counts
characters/letters,  not matras. Each gana has three letters. In this lesson, the discussion
of samavritts chhandas is prescribed only in the varnika chhandas  there are equal
letters in each step of the verse called Samavrat.

24.2.2 Indravajra

Most of the verses are composed from Anushtup chhanda, there is no doubt about it.
Except for Anushtup, most of the chhanda appear to be composed of Indravajra
chhanda. The making of verses from this chhanda is very simple. And also gives
sweetness to the ears in hearing, so the poets have composed many verses from this
chhanda.

Characteristics:-^^L;kfnUæotzk ;fn rkS txkS x%**A

This Indravajra chhand is a part of Trishtup chhand. This is a parallel line. Because its
four pada have similar letters and symptoms. There are two Tagans in each of its
stages, one Jagan and finally two Gurus. There are eleven characters in each of its
stages.
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Symptom coordination in the example

Gosthegi rim svya karen dhritva, rushtendra vajrah mi free rain.

Yo gokulam gopa kulanch sustham, chakre sano rakshatu chakrapanih..

In each step of this shloka there are two Tagans, one Jagan and two Gurus respectively.
Hence it is an example of Indravajra. Each step has the same number and sequence.
There are eleven in each step; Yeti takes place at the end of the pada of this verse.

24.2.2 Upendravajra

Symptoms:-  ^^misUæotzk trtLrrks xkS**A

Upendravajra is the distinction of Trishtup, in this verse there are respectively Jagan,
Tagana, Jagan and finally there are two Gurus. There are eleven varnas in each step
and yeti occurs at the end of the pada.

Example:-

Jita Jagtyesh Bhavbhramastai, Guruditam Yegirisham Smriti.

Upasya Manam Kamalas Nadhai, Rupendra Vajra Yudhvari Nathaiah.

In the verse called Upendravajra, there are respectively Jagana, Tagana, Jagan and
finally two Gurus. In this verse also there is first Jagan, then Tagana, then Jagan and
lastly there are two Guru Varnas and in each Charan there are eleven Varnas. And at
the end of the pada there is a Yeti, so Upendravajra Chhand takes place.

24.2.3  Shalini:-

^^'kkfyU;qÙkQk ErkS rxkS xks[k¿fC?kyksdS%A

Explanation:- Shalini verse is also the difference of Trishtup. In each phase there are
Magan, Tagan, Tagan and finally there are two Gurus. Abdhi is four and Loka is
seven. Therefore, in Shalini verses, after the fourth and seventh varna, there is yati.
Each stage consists of eleven characters.

In example,

Anho hanti, knowledge increase vighatte, dharmandatta, kamayartham cha sute

Muktim Dutte considered to be all dopasya, Punsan shradashalini Vishnu Bhaktiah.

There are eleven syllables in each step of this shloka. In each step of this verse there
are respectively Magana, Tagana, Tagana and finally there are two Gurus. After the
fourth and seventh alphabets, there is a Yeti, due to the presence of this symptom in all
the four phases, the symptom of Shalini occurs.
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 INTEXT QUESTION-24.2

6. What is the symptom of Indravajra chandra?

7. How many letters are there in one pada of Indravajra?

8. Is the  Indravajra is samavritta or vishamavrita?

9. What is the characteristic of Upendra Vajra?

10. How many letters are there in one pada of the Upendravajra?

11. What is the characteristic of Shalini ?

12. How many letters are there in one pada of Shalini vritta?

24.2.4  Rathoddhta

Symptoms:- ^^jkUujkfog jFkks¼rk yxkS A

Explanation:- This is a difference of Trishtup chhanda. The virtta in which each pada
has Ragana, Ngan, Ragana respectively, in the end there are laghu and Guru characters.
Thus there are eleven characters in each step. At the end of the pada is the rule of Yeti.

Symptom coordination in the example

Kintvaya subhat doorvarjitam, natmano na suhridam priyankritam.

Yatpala yanap rayana syate, yati dhu- lirdhunarthodhta..

In each phase of the Prakrit Shloka, there are Ragans, then there are Nagans, then
again Ragans and then there are Laghu and Guru Varnas, there is Yeti at the pada of
this verse. This verse is accompanied by Prakriti symptoms, so here are the
Rathaddhata verses, this symptom is happening in every step. And there is a total of
44 letters since there are eleven letters in each step. This is the difference of the  Trishtupa
vritta.

24.2.5 Vanshastha

In the world of Sanskrit literature, there is an abundant use of Vanshastha verses, this
is a very famous verse. Kalidas has used this a lot. More miracles arise in the verse
composed from this verse.

Symptoms:-  ^^trkS rq oa"kLFkeqnhfjra tjkSA**

Explanation:- Any part of the Jagati  vritta is the Vanshastha vritta. The vritta in which
at each pada of the vritta are Jatau, i.e. Jagana and Tagana, followed by Jarau, that is,
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Jagana and Ragan, it is famous by the name of Vanshastha, that is, in each of its steps
there are respectively Jagana, Jagana and Ragan. This is a parallel line. Therefore, all
the four feet have similar characteristics, each pada consists of 12 letters. Thus there
are 48 letters in total and there is yeti at the end of the pada.

characterization in the example -

ueks¿LRo uUrk;  lglz ewrZ;s] lglz iknkf{k f'kjks#ckgos
lglz ukEus iq#"kk; 'kk"ors] lglz dksVh;q x/kfj.ks ue%AA
In each pada of this verse, there is Jagana in the beginning, then there is Tagana, then
there is Pun Jagana, and then there is Ragana respectively. So this is an example of a
vasanastha. Each pada has 12 characters. Thus there are 48 characters in the entire
verse. Yeti happens at the end of the pada.

24.2.6 Totaka

In the Sanskrit world, the Totak vritta is very dear to the poets.

Symptoms:- ^^bg rksVdeEcqf/lS% çfFkre~A**

Explanation- There is a difference in the Jagati of the Totak vritta itself. This is a
parallel line. Ambudhi is four. Ambudhisaiah in Chhandshastra means having four sagans.
That is a vritta called Totak. That is, the chhanda in which there are four sagans. It is a
Totak vritta. There is a Yeti at the end of each of its pada. There are 12 varnas in each
step and 48 varnas in all the four pada.

Example -

t;jke lnklq•/ke gjs] j/quk;d lk;d pki/jsA
Hkook j.knk j.kflag çHkks]    xq.klkxj ukxj ukFk foHkksAA
There is a sagacious chaturty in each pada of the shloka presented. In this way, it has
similar characteristics because it is parallel, it has 12 syllables in each pada. And there
are total 48 characters in all the four stages. At the end of the pada is the Yeti. This is
varnika verse.

24.2.7  Drutavilambhita

The fast delayed circle is very famous in the world of Sanskrit literature. The great
poets like Kalidas composed many verses by taking shelter of the  of this vritta.  This
is samvritta, this vritta produces melody in the ears of the listeners.

Symptoms- ^^æqrfoyfEcrekg uHkkS HkjkS**A

Explanation- This vritta is a difference of the Jagati  itself. It is parallel. In each of its
pada, there is Nabhau i.e. Ngan and Bhagan, then there is Bharou - meaning Bhagan
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and Ragana. That is, the vritta in which each pada contains Nganas, Bhaganas, Bhaganas
and Ragans respectively, is a fast-delayed vritta, each of its pada has twelve letters
and the four pada have a total of 48 characters. And at the end of the pada, there is a
Yeti, this is a  varnika chhanda.

In example

æqrxfr% iq#"kks/u Hkktua] Hkofr eUnxfr"p lq•ksfpr%A
æqr foyfEcr •syxfr uZ̀i%] ldyjkT;lq•a fç;e"uqrsAA
In this way, at the beginning of each pada of the verse, there is a  nagana, followed by
a bhagana and bhagana again, and then a ragana. Therefore, in this verse the example
of fast delay is adopted. It is samavritta.There are 12 letters in each pada of this
shloka, there are 12 letters in each step, there are total 48 characters in all the four
steps. Yeti happens at the end of the pada. This is a  varnika vritta This chhanda is very
beautiful. Hence the second name of the fast-paced circle is Sundari. In each of its
pada there is a Yeti at the end, its only name is Sundari.

Another example

brjikiiQykfu ;nP̀N;k] forj rkfu lgs prqjkuua
vjflds"kq dfoRofuosnua] f"kjfl ek fy• uk fy• ek fy•AA
The last syllables of the second and fourth padas of Prakrit shlokas are laghu vowels.
But the last ganas of the fast-delayed chhanda are raganas, its sign is (SIS ). That is,
the last syllable of Ragana contains Guru vowel. Therefore, how does the Prakrit
Shloka be counted by the example of the fast-paced. To answer this, for the purpose
of fulfilling the verses in the  padanta, small characters are also accepted with  gurutva.
That is, for the fulfillment of the chhanda, there are laghu gurus and therefore the
gurutva of the verses is assumed for the fulfillment of the verses in nature. Therefore,
Prakrit Shloka is also an example of this vritta.

INTEX QUESTION-24.3

13. What is the characteristic of  Rathoddhata vritta?

14. How many letters are there in the shloka composed of the  Rathoddhata vritta?

15. When does the Yeti take place in  Rathoddhata vritta?

16. What is the symptom of the Vanshastha?

17. How many letters are there in each step of the Vanshastha vritta?

18. What is the characteristic of Totak vritta.
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19. How many letters are there in each step of Totak?

20. What is the symptom of the  Drutavilambhita vritta?

21. When does the Yeti occur in    Drutavilambhita vritta?

22. What is the other name of   Drutavilambhita vritta?

24.2.8  Bhujangaprayata

It is very popular in poetry because it is very easy to compose verses from this vritta.
There are  samagana in it. Therefore, there is a feeling of sweetness in listening.

Symptoms- Hkqtaxç;kra Hkosn~ ;Sj"prqfHkZ%A

Explanation:- It is a part of the Jagati itself. There are four yagans in each step of this
vritta, at the end of the pada of this vritta there is a yati. It is  samavritta so each pada
has similar characteristics. There are 12 syllables in each of its pada and there are total
48 syllables in all the four steps, this is a  varnika chhand.

Example

iqj% lk/qon~Hkkfr feF;k fouhr%] ijks{ks djksR;FkZuk"ka grk"k%A
Hkqtax ç;krks iea ;L; fpUra] R;tsÙkk n"̀ka nq"pfj=ka dqfe=ke~AA
There are four yagans in each step of this shloka. Yeti is in the  padanta. Therefore this
chhanda is worth mentioning in the example of Bhuganjprayat. It is parallel. Its four
pada have similar characteristics, each pada has 12 and there are 48 characters in
total.

24.2.9  Vasantatilaka

 Vasantatilaka vritta is famous in the poetry world, almost all poets wish to compose
poetry from this vritta, it is sweet to hear, which increases the beauty of poetry.

Symptoms- ^^mÙkQk olUrfrydk rHktk txkS x%A**

Explanation- This  Vasantatilaka is a difference of the vritta of Shakwari. The vritta in
which at each stage there is Tabhaja i.e. Tagana, Bhagana and Jagan, Jagau means
Jagan and a Guru, and 'G' means at the end there is a Guru i.e. in each Charan of the
vritta  there is respectively Tabhaga, Bhagan, Jagan, Jagan and finally Having two
guruvarnas is the  vritta of  Vasantatilaka. There is a Yeti at the end of each pada of this
vritta , it is all equal, that is, each pada has the same symptoms. Each foot has 14
characters. And there are 56 characters or letters in padachuttya.
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Example

iQqYya olUr fryda fryda oukY;k%] yhykija fiddqya dye=k] jkSfrA
okR;s"k iq"ilqjfHkeZyk;kfæ okrks] ;krkgfj% le/qjka fof/uk grk% Le%A
In this Prakrit Shloka, there are respectively Tagan, Bhagan, Jagan and Jagan again,
followed by two Guru Varnas. Therefore, this verse is an example of a Vasantatilaka
vritta, it is  samavritta. Each pada has the same characteristics, each pada has 14
letters and all the four steps have 56 letters, there is a yati at the end of the pada of this
verse.

There are many names of Vasanttilaka, as it is obtained from this Karika.-

flagksUurs;eqfnrk eqfu dk";isuA  m¼f"kZ.khfr xfnrk eqfu lSrosuA
jkes.k ls;eqfnrk e/qek/ohfrAA
That is, the name of Vasantilaka is Simhonnata in the opinion of Kashyapa, the name
of Uddharshini in the opinion of Saivat and the name of Maghavi in the opinion of
Rama. Knowing the name of the Vasantilka vritta, we understand how famous Shakvari
was.

24.2.10 Malini

Symptoms-  ^^uue;;;qrs;a ekfyuh HkksfxyksadS%A**

Explanation:- This vritta is a part of Atishakvati. Nimayayuta means having two nagans,
one bhagana, two yagnas. That is, the vritta in which there are Nganas, Nganas,
Bhagan Yagans and Yagans respectively in each phase is known as Malini Vritta. Here
Bhogi means Bhaag is eight and Lokai means Lok is seven. That is, after the eighth
and seventh letters in this vritta, there is a Yeti, it is equal, so all the four stages have
similar symptoms, each charan has 15 letters, so all the four charans are 60 letters.

Example -

vfrfoiqy yykVa] ihojksj% dikVa]  lq?kfVrn"k uks"Ba O;k?kzrqY; çdks"Be~A
iq#"k e"kfu ys•ky {e.ka ohjy{eh jfrlqjfHk; 'kksfHkekZfyuh okH;qiSfrAA
In each step of the shloka presented, there are Ngan, Ngan, Magan, Yagana and
Yagan respectively, in which the first yati is on eight and the second yati is on seven, so
here is the Malini verse. It has 15 syllables in each step and 60 syllables in all the four
pada. Being equal, all the four padas have similar symptoms.

24.2.11  Shikharini

Symptoms:-  ^^jlS% :æSf"NUuk ;eulHkykx% f'k•fj.khA**

Explanation- This is a part of the Atishti chhanda. The vritta  in which Yamanasbhalag
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i.e. Yagan, Magan, Ngan Sagan, Bhagan and Laghu and Guru is there in each phase is
known by the name of Shikharinichand.  Rasas are six, Rudra is eleven, that is, in each
phase of the peak, respectively, there are Yagan, Magan, Ngan, Sagan, Bhagan and
lastly there are laghu and Guru characters. It has 6 and 11 yeti. It is equal, so each step
has the same symptoms, each pada has 17 characters. There are total 68 characters in
all the four stages.

Characteristics in the example-

A ¿ ¿] ¿ ¿ ¿] A A A] A A ¿] ¿ A A] A ¿
;nk fdf×k~pn~Kks¿ga f}i bo enkU/% leHkoe~]
A ¿ ¿] ¿ ¿ ¿] A A A] A A ¿] ¿ A A] A ¿
rnk loZKks¿LehR;HkonofyIra ee eu%AA
A ¿ ¿] ¿ ¿ ¿] A A A] A A ¿] ¿ A A] A ¿
;nk fda fpr~ fda fpr~ cq/tu ldk"kknoxrE]
A ¿ ¿] ¿ ¿ ¿] A A A] A A ¿] ¿ A A] A ¿
rnk ew•kZs¿Lehfr Toj bo enks esa O;; xr%AA
In each step of this verse, respectively, there are Yagan, Magan, Ngan, Sagan Bhagan,
laghu and Guru, so in ishloka there are Shikharini chhanda after the sixth and the
eleventh letter is Yeti. It is  samavritta, hence Padachatushtya has similar characteristics.
There are 17 syllables in each step of this shloka and there are 68 syllables in the
whole shloka.

24.2.12 Mandakranta

Symptoms:- ^^eUnkØkUrk tyf/"kMxSEHkkZS urkS rkn~ xq: psr~**

Explanation:- Mandakranta vritta is a part of Atishti chhanda. The vritta in which there
are respectively. Magan Bhagan is followed by Natau i.e. Ngan and Tagan, after that
Tat i.e. Tagan and two Guru Varnas are called Mandrakranta. And Nagaih gives the
sense of the number seven. Thus, in each pada of the Mandakranta chhanda,
respectively, there are Magans, Bhaganas, Nganas, two Tagans, and finally there are
two Gurus and there are Yati on four, six and seven. It is  samavritta, each phase
consists of 17 characters and a total of 68 characters.

Characteristics in the example-

¿ ¿   ¿] ¿ A A]A  AA] ¿   ¿ A ]¿  ¿ A ] ¿¿
df"pRdkUrkfojg xq#.kk Lokf/dkjkRçeÙkk%A
¿ ¿¿]    ¿AA]AAA]  ¿¿A]  ¿¿A   ¿¿
'kkisuk Lraxferefg eko"kZ HksX;s.k HkrZq%
¿¿ ¿] ¿ AA]A  A A]¿  ¿A ] ¿ ¿A]¿¿
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;{k"pØs tud ru;k Luku iw.kkZsn ds"kqA
¿  ¿ ¿] ¿AA]A   AA]¿  ¿A] ¿ ¿A]¿¿
fLuX/PNk;kr#"kq olfra jke fx;kZJes"kqAA
In each step of this verse, there are respectively Magan Bhagana, Ngan Tagan again
Tagan and finally there are two Guru Varnas, in this, after the fourth letter, after the
sixth letter and after the seventh letter, there is a syllable. It is an  samavritta, each of its
stages has 17 and a total of 68 characters.

24.2.13  Shadulavikridata

 Shardulvikridita is the most famous chhanda in the poetry path. There are innumerable
chhanda from this chhanda  in the Sanskrit world.

Symptoms:-  ^^lw;kZ"oSeZltLrrk% lxqjo% 'kknZwyfoØhfMre~A**

Explanation:- This vritta is a distinction of Atighriti, towards which there are
masajasatataah with a guru i.e. Magan, Sagan, Jagan, Sagan, and two Tagans. And
the sun is twelve and the ashva are seven, that is, in each phase of the verses,
respectively, there is Magan, Sagan, Jagan, Sagan, two Tagans and in the end there is
Guruvarna, after the twelfth and seventh letters, they are equal, so all the four pada are
equal. There are 19 letters in each pada of it, there are 76 letters in the entire chhanda.

In example,

¿ ¿ ¿] A A ¿] A ¿A] AA ¿ ] ¿  ¿A] ¿ ¿A] ¿
;k dqUnsUnqrq"kkj gkj /oyk ;k 'kqHkzoL=kkor̀k]
¿ ¿  ¿]A A ¿]A ¿  A]A A¿ ] ¿   ¿A] ¿ ¿ A] ¿
;k oh.kk ojn.Mef.Mrdjk ;k""osriÁklukA
¿ ¿  ¿ ] AA ¿]A ¿A] AA ¿]  ¿ ¿A]¿¿A ]¿
;k czãkP;qr"kadjçHk̀fr fHknZsoS% lnk ofnUrk]
¿  ¿¿]  AA  ¿] A ¿ A]AA ¿] ¿ ¿ A] ¿ ¿ A]   ¿
lk eka ikrq ljLorh Hkxorh fu%"ks"ktkMÔkigkAA
In each stanza of this chhanda, respectively, there are Magan, Sagan, Jagan, again
Sagan, followed by two Tagans and finally one Guru Varna and after the 12th and 7th
alphabets there are Yeti. So here is Shardula's recited verse. Being parallel, all the four
pada have similar characteristics, it has 19 letters in each phase and a total of 76 letters
in all the four phases. These are  varnika vritta.
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 INTEXT QUESTIONS - 24.4

23. What is the symptom of Bhujangprayat?

24. How many letters are there in the shloka composed Bhujangprayat?

25. What is the symptom of Vasanttilka  vritta?

26. How many syllables are there in the pada of the chhanda of Vasantilka?

27. What is the name of Vasantilaka in Kashyap's opinion?

28. What is the characteristic of Malini vritta?

29. How many letters are there in each pada of Malini?

30. What is the symptom of Shikharini chhanda?

31. How many letters are there in each pada of the Shikharini vritta?

32. What is the symptom of Mandakranta?

33. What is the symptom of Shardulvikridita?

SUMMARY

There is abundant use of chhand in the world of Sanskrit literature. Shakuntala, etc.,
are used in  laukika poetry and also in Vedic literature. Characteristics of Arya, examples
and rules of Yeti have been  described. Indravajra and Upendravajra are the most
famous descriptions by describing the metrical chhanda, the vritta in which two tagans
and one Jagan have two gurus at the end, that is Indravajra chhand. At the end there is
yeti in the pada. In Upendravajra, there are respectively Jagan Tagan Jagan and the
last two Guru Varnas. In each stanza of Shalini chhand, there are first Magan followed
by two Tagans and lastly there are two Guru Varnas followed by the fourth and seventh
alphabets followed by Yati. According to the Rathoddhata chhanda, there are eleven
varnas in the pada of the verses, namely Ragan, Ngan and again Ragan and in the end
there are eleven varnas, becoming laghu and guru varna and at the end of the pada
there is yati, after that the symptom of the chhanda of  Vanshastha is called Jagan,
Tagan in each pada of thevritta. There is Jagana and Ragana. There are four sagans in
each step of the Totak vritta. In each step of the fast-delayed chhanda, there are
respectively Ngan Bhagan Bhagan and Ragana. There are twelve varnas in each of its
steps, four yakars, that is, the chhanda which has four yagans is called Bhuganjprayat,
the chhanda which has respectively Tagan, Bhagan, two Jagan and finally two Guru
Varnas, it is called Vasanttilaka. At its pada there is a Yeti at the end. After that, we
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characterize Malini, the vritta in which there are two nagans, tagans, and two yagnas
per step, it is called Malini. The verse in which there is successively Yagan Magan,
Ngan Sagan Bhagan and in the end there is a small and a Guru, that is Shikharini. Yeti
occurs after the sixth and eleventh letter. In each foot of the Mandakranta verse, there
are respectively Magan, Bhagana, Ngan, Tagana, again Tagan and finally there are
two Guru Varnas. And the chhand in which there are two tagans in each step, respectively
Magan, Sagan, Jagan again Sagan, after that it is called Shardutvikridit chhand. In this,
there are yatis on the 12th and 7th alphabets, thus the discussion of the chhanda has
been presented in brief.

TERMINAL EXERCISE

1. Describe Arya Chhand with examples.

2. Write the characteristics and examples of Indravajra vritta.

3. Write the characteristics and examples of Upendravajra vritta.

4. Write the characteristics and examples of Shalini vritta.

5. Write the characteristics and examples of Rathoddhata vritta.

6. Write the characteristics and examples of the verse of a descendant.

7. Write the characteristics and examples of Totak vritta.

8. Write the characteristics and examples of Bhujangprayat Chhand.

9. Write the characteristics and examples of Vasanttilaka.

10. Write the characteristics and examples of  Drutavilambhita vritta

11. Write the characteristics and examples of Malini vritta.

12. Write the characteristics and examples of Shikharini vritta.

13. Write the characteristics and examples of Mandakranta vritta.

14. Write the characteristics and examples of  Shardulavikridita vritta.

 ANSWERS TO INTEXT QUESTIONS

24.1

1. Metric Chhand.

2. Jagan.

3. Asymmetrical.

4. 30.

5. 27.
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24.2

6. Syadindravajra agartau jagau gah.

7. Eleven.

8.  Samavritta

9. Upendravajra  jatajastatau gau

10. Eleven.

11. Shalinyukta matau tagu goblilokaih.

12. Eleven.

24.3

13.  Raannaraviha Rathoddhata Lagau

14. 44.

15. At the end of the pada.

16. Jatau tu vanshastha mudiritam jarou.

17. 12

18. Ih Totakambudhisaiah Prathitam.

19. 12

20.  Drutavilambhitamaha namau Bharau

21. At the end of the pada.

22.  Sundari

24.4

23. Bhujangprayatam Bhavedyaishchaturbhih.

24. 48

25. Ukta Vasanttilka Tabhaja Jagau Gaha.

26. 14.

27.  Sinhonnta

28. namayayutayyam malini bhogilokaiah.

29. 15

30. Rasai: Rudraishchinna Yamansabhalagah Shikharini.

31. 17

32. Mandakranta Jaldhishadgamrabho natou tad guru chet.

33. "Suryashvairamasajastataha saguravah shardulvikridtam.


